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New Videos
Mexico: 12.511- Rosendo Radilla Case: An Open Wound from
Mexico’s Dirty War, the new video from Core Partner Comisión
Mexicana, focuses on enforced disappearances during the Dirty
War period, specifically the 1974 disappearance of prominent
mayor and activist Rosendo Radilla Pacheco. The video was screened
at a U.S. Congressional Briefing on Human Rights Defenders
in Latin America. This video will be screened at the hearing of the
Radilla case at the Inter-American Court, which marks the first
disappearance case from Mexico’s Dirty War to reach the highest
human rights court in the Americas.

Zimbabwe: Hear Us: Women Affected by Political Violence in
Zimbabwe Speak Out, the first video from Core Partner RAU
(Research and Advocacy Unit), highlights the stories of survivors of
politically-motivated violence. RAU has partnered with AIDS-Free
World, and will use the video as part of a campaign to pressure the
government of Zimbabwe and SADC to end impunity for
politically-motivated violence against women.

El Salvador: Chronic Neglect: The Water Crisis in El Salvador, the
first video from Core Partner Centro para la Defensa del Consumidor
(CDC), brings attention to the lack of water security and calls
for the Salvadoran government to recognize the human right to
water and pass laws in the water sector.

DRC: In partnership with the Open Society Justice Initiative, WITNESS
produced a video on the first-ever trial at the International
Criminal Court, where Congolese warlord Thomas Lubanga Dyilo
faces charges for the recruitment of child soldiers. The video will
be used with Congolese civil society to create a platform for discussion
of the importance of international justice processes and institutions.

Americas: WITNESS collaborated on a video on women human
rights defenders in the Americas for a hearing at the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights.

New Partners
India: Chintan is an Indian organization promoting wastepickers’
rights in Delhi. Wastepickers are persons who earn an income
from the house-to-house collection, sorting, selling, and recycling of
waste. The proposed video advocacy campaign is aimed at
strengthening Chintan’s advocacy at local, national and international
levels to define and protect the rights of wastepickers, fighting for
clean and safe work for urban poor, and the phasing-out of children
from wastepicking. The edit began in June and there are plans for
a November Delhi-based screening for key policy makers.

Macedonia: Healthy Options Project Skopje (HOPS) advocates for
the rights of sex workers and provides health, social welfare, and
legal consultations, along with support in accessing state institutions.
The proposed video advocacy campaign will primarily target law
enforcement officials in order to reduce violence committed
by police officers and to promote adequate response by police
officers to violence against sex workers. The video will be finished in
July 2009 and used in a national and regional anti-violence
campaign in the fall.

Generating Advocacy Impact
Working in collaboration with partners and allies to achieve concrete
results in human rights campaigns

Highlights from Current Videos

Mexico: The video Dual Injustice and related campaign on feminicide
led to a meeting with Mexico’s President Calderón. Peter Gabriel,
actor Diego Luna, musician Saúl Hernández, and Patricia Cervantes,
whose daughter Neyra disappeared and was murdered in 2003,
hand-delivered thousands of signed petitions asking President
Calderón to put an end to feminicide in Ciudad Juárez and
Chihuahua. As a result, the Attorney General and Minister of Interior
(also present at the meeting) committed to following up on the
cases of Neyra and David, on whose stories the video focuses.
Since the meeting, WITNESS partner Comisión Mexicana has met
twice with government officials who are reviewing the status of the
cases and studying the list of priority policies related to feminicide.
The press conference in Mexico City was attended by over 200
journalists and led to significant coverage.

Hungary: The campaign led by our Project Partner Hungarian Civil
Liberties Union (HCLU) to reform UN-driven international drug
policy combined offline and online tactics to expose the devastating
human rights consequences of the global war on drugs,
producing a total of 51 videos.

Cambodia: Since October 2008, project partner LICADHO in
Cambodia has distributed 8 advocacy videos on forced evictions.
A video about a community affected by HIV/AIDS in Phnom Penh
was used by LICADHO, WITNESS and international allies to
pressure key persons at UNAIDS and the Red Cross to intervene
with the Cambodian government. The video was instrumental
in connecting HIV/AIDS organizations around the world and became
an activism tool for other organizations. The strategic use of the
Hub in this campaign demonstrated how international networks can
contribute to local advocacy.

DRC: The film Awaiting Tomorrow, which focuses on access to
HIV/AIDS anti-retroviral drugs in the Eastern DRC, was launched
in Kinshasa. Core Partner AJEDI-Ka and WITNESS met with the
DRC Health Minister and other government officials who committed to
use the video in their work. WITNESS delivered a letter from
Archbishop Desmond Tutu urging President Joseph Kabila to respond
to the emerging AIDS crisis. The letter was published in several
newspapers and resulted in tremendous print and broadcast coverage
in the country. Senegalese musician Youssou N’Dour joined the
campaign on the ground to further raise awareness.

Brazil: Bound by Promises: Contemporary Slavery in Rural Brazil by
Core Partner Comissão Pastoral da Terra (CPT) and WITNESS
was screened at the Business for Social Responsibility’s Ethical
Sourcing Working Group Meeting. An industry participant noted that
the video has been instrumental in catalyzing discussions
about actions his company and its suppliers need to take in order
to identify labor issues within their production line.

“Working with WITNESS changed the way we imagined film,
imagined the power of it. It was something like a shift from
looking at the sea to actually swimming in it – we experienced
this immersion into the texture, the process, the nuance
of film as a new language we could communicate in.”

People Are Saying:

– Bharati Chaturvedi, Executive Director, Chintan

Video still fromHear Us: Women Affected by Political
Violence in Zimbabwe Speak Out
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Initial partnership training including technical and strategic orientation completed 1
Video Action Plan (VAP) completed 1
Follow-up training completed (occurs only where necessary) 1
All production/filming completed in preparation for an edit on video related to VAP goals 1
VAP-specific edit completed and video produced; or substantial VAP-specific re-versioning of video 1
Targeted distribution to audiences identified in VAP largely completed 1

Underlying desired impact achieved, if a plausible relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s video 4
advocacy activities, e.g. on a project to reduce the widespread use of child soldiers this ‘impact’ measure would
analyze whether the usage of child soldiers has been reduced

Environment for desired VAP outcome created, or policy or legislative precursors to outcome generated if a plausible 2
relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s video advocacy activities.
VAP goal achieved – defined as an achievement of benchmarks agreed upon with Core Partner, and in each case only 3 (per VAP goal)
if a plausible relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s video advocacy activities. Partners may identify
multiple goals in their VAPs. Video Action Plan goals can include:
� Issue creation/agenda-setting with target audiences
� Influence on the way an issue is discussed by targeted audiences, or the attitudes they express
� Influence on policy of targeted audiences
� Influence on behavior or practices of targeted audiences
� Achievement of intended level of capacity-building in either editing/production capacity or video advocacy capacity within

partner organization. (Note: this is not a core VAP objective in all partnerships and when assessing capacity-building we
consider whether capacity is built in an organization rather than just amongst a few individuals)

Negative outcome directly contrary to VAP goal, if a plausible relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s -3 (per VAP goal)
video advocacy activities
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Points indicated are calculated for completed activities (outputs) and results (outcomes and impact). WITNESS generates these figures based on review with Core Partners of
results compared to goals identified in the Video Action Plan, and discussions with other allies to get a clear sense of the perceived role of video advocacy in the campaign.
Dates indicate when partnership commenced.

AJEDI-Ka/
PES
(May 2004)

Points since partnership began (prior to FY09) Total Actual FY09 Total Projected FY09

LICADHO
(Aug 2007)

Comisión
Mexicana
(Sep 2004)

CPT/CEJIL
(Nov 2004)

SKP -
Jayapura
(Nov 2005)

CEMIRIDE
(Jan 2006)

Memorial
(July 2006)

CEADESC
(Apr 2007)

Core Partners: Progress Over Time

CDC
(May 2008)

SAF
(June 2008)

Video of a
Cambodian com-
munity affected
by HIV/AIDS,
used to pressure
key persons at
UNAIDS and
the Red Cross

Attorney General
and Minister of
Interior of Mexico
commit to
following up
on feminicide
cases

Memorial begins
first video on lack
of accountability
for murders
in a Chechen
village

SKP-Jayapura
(Indonesia)
moves to
Partnership
Network

Filming
completed for
video on
discrimination
against Akhdam
women in
Yemen

Video produced
on the first-ever
trial at the
International
Criminal Court of
Thomas Lubanga,
from the DRC

Bound by Prom-
ises screened to
the Minister of
Labor and the
Minister of the
Special Secre-
tariat for Human
Rights in Brazil

Rightful Place
included in
submission to
Kenya Truth
and
Reconciliation
Commission

Additional
footage filmed
on indigenous
rights and
extractive
activities in
Bolivia

Edit completed
on Chronic
Neglect: The
Water Crisis
in El Salvador

Edit completed
for Hear Us:
Women
Affected by
Political
Violence in
Zimbabwe
Speak Out

U.S.: WITNESS launched a North American Program this year to
dedicate efforts to advancing justice and human rights protections in
the United States and Canada. WITNESS’ newest Core Partner
is the National Council on Aging (NCOA). In partnership with elder
advocates from across the US, WITNESS and the NCOA will
work to secure passage of the Elder Justice Act, the law
necessary to provide security, dignity and equality for elders in
the US. The Act will provide the legal foundation to enable the US to
prevent, detect and prosecute elder abuse. NCOA and
WITNESS will target key Congressional Representatives with a
video advocacy strategy in fall 2009.

U.S.: WITNESS also formed a new Project Partnership with
Breakthrough to produce a video on the need to restore due
process to immigration policy in the United States.

RAU
(Sep 2008)

Chintan
(Oct 2008)

HOPS
(Nov 2008)

Training
completed and
all footage
filmed for video
on wastepickers'
rights in India

Training
completed and
all footage
filmed for
video on rights
of sex workers
in Macedonia

HCLU
(Dec 2008)

NCOA
(Mar 2009)

51 videos
produced in
Hungary on the
human rights
consequences
of the global
war on drugs

Initial training
completed
of 17 elder
rights
advocates
in the U.S.

New Partners (continued)

Peter Gabriel urges Mexican
President Felipe Calderón
to stop feminicide
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Training in Video Advocacy
Training, learning from and supporting human rights defenders to use
audio-visual media and new technologies in their advocacy

Partners
During this period, WITNESS trained six Core Partners, including
HOPS in Macedonia, NCOA in Los Angeles, RAU (Zimbabwe) in
South Africa, Chintan in India, CDC in El Salvador and SAF (Yemen)
in Jordan.

Video Advocacy Institute
WITNESS held its second Video Advocacy Institute (VAI) at
Concordia University in Montreal, Canada in July 2008. In association
with Concordia’s Communication Studies Program and Documentary
Centre, the VAI provided intensive training to 27 human rights
advocates from 24 countries on how to incorporate video
advocacy into their human rights campaigns. Building on 2007
participant evaluations, WITNESS incorporated additional training on
online video for advocacy.

Last year’s VAI alumni completed videos on a broad range of human
rights issues, including:
� Gender Against Men – a video by Patrick Otim of the Refugee Law
Project in Uganda on gender-based violence against men
in the conflicts of the Great Lakes Region.

� KNO3 Gunpowder – a video by Nino Gvedashvili from the Human
Rights Centre in Georgia on the impact of the Russian
invasion on the lives of residents in Georgia.

� House of the Dead – a video by Debora Diniz Rodrigues from the
Institute of Bioethics, Human Rights and Gender in Brazil, on the
situation of people with mental disorders in psychiatric prisons.

These videos have been screened in a variety of strategic settings and
to key audiences including government representatives, judicial
authorities, national television, online media forums, etc.

Video Advocacy Workshop (VAW) on Development-Induced
Displacement:

WITNESS had its first opportunity to test out how the VAI
methodology and structure could be funded and utilized
by a third party. Coordinated by the International Accountability
Project, a two-week regional training on video advocacy was
held in Chiang Mai, Thailand with 15 Asian activists challenging
development-induced displacement. These activists have now
finished five videos and five more are projected to be finalized shortly.

Seeding Video Advocacy
Trainings and presentations were held in Australia, Bahrain, Brazil,
France, Italy, Kenya, Mexico, Spain, Thailand, and the United States,
reaching a broad range of audiences including human rights
advocates, civil society NGOs, business leaders, foreign government
representatives, students, and filmmakers from around 60 countries.

WITNESS has reached 443 advocates through workshops and
trainings. Over 200 of these participants benefited from longer-term
workshops of one or more days in length.

Among our seeding highlights this year are the following activities:

WITNESS participated in the XVII AIDS Conference in Mexico City
and conducted a series of trainings for more than 25 participants
on the basics of video advocacy and filming using Flip cameras.
The participants went on to record ‘key voices’ that they identified on
the connections between HIV/AIDS and human rights.
Many videos were uploaded to the Hub and a short compilation was
screened during the culmination of the Conference’s human rights
rally, attended by more than 1,000 people.

As part of the launch of WITNESS’ new North America Program,
WITNESS collaborated with Opportunity Agenda and Breakthrough on
two-day US Human Rights Communications Trainings in Atlanta,
Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York.

How Video Advocacy Institute Participants Evaluate Us
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Participants FY09 Goal

Total number of seeding
participants: 443

WITNESS contributed to the editorial teams for the Tactical
Technology Collective Message-in-a-box training compilation and
collaborated with Radical Design, Aspiration, and True Majority
on the Online Organizer’s Almanac, a comprehensive resource
on effective online activism and mobilization.

WITNESS took part in designing the curriculum for a week-long
Info-Activism Camp, which included 140 human rights defenders
from 35 countries. WITNESS also conducted trainings throughout
the conference on video advocacy and online activism.

Additionally, WITNESS completed its fourth year in a row of
conducting trainings at the following venues: Conectas Colloquium
in Brazil, the Diplomacy Training Program in Australia,
the European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and
Democratization in Italy, and Columbia University’s
Human Rights Advocates Program.

Training of Healthy Options Project Skopje, Macedonia,
January 2009

Participant Evaluation
Seeding Video Advocacy Program FY09
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Average Overall Seeding
Session Evaluation: 4.49/5,
based on evaluations
from 10 seeding sessions.
This decreased from our
evaluation score last year
which was 4.66/5
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Outreach and video distribution to educate and engage people in
human rights issues

Highlights
Press & Outreach
In November 2008, CNN International, CNN Headline News and MTV
aired interviews with Peter Gabriel about WITNESS. BBC News
aired an interview with Peter Gabriel about the Hub in support of the
60th Anniversary of the UDHR in December 2008. Fast Company
also profiled a story about the WITNESS Hub in their November
2008 issue. In March 2009, WITNESS Board member Joi Ito
discussed the Hub on Al Jazeera TV for a story on the power of
the web. Condé Naste’s Traveler Magazine published an interview
with Peter Gabriel about his activism and musical adventures.

WITNESS and AJEDI-Ka’s work using video to bring attention to
the use of child soldiers in the DRC received widespread
attention during the ICC’s trial of warlord Thomas Lubanga Dyilo
in January 2009. WITNESS was also mentioned in the
February 19, 2009 issue of the Economist, as part of a story on
the ICC. WITNESS Program Coordinator Bukeni Waruzi was
interviewed or quoted in around 35 media outlets from around the
world, including wire service outlets (Reuters and Associated
Press) and national and international radio programs. A series of
blogs and vlogs on the Hub also provided in-depth background
on the issue and contributed to increased press attention to the trial.

When the Obama administration announced it would close down
Guantanamo Bay in January 2009, a lively discussion fostered
on Boing Boing, one of the most read blogs in the US. Boing Boing
featured a series of excerpts from Outlawed: Extraordinary
Rendition, Torture and Disappearances in the “War on Terror”, a video
co-produced by WITNESS in association with 14 other human
rights partners. Excerpts from this video were also featured in British

Expanding Awareness & Engagement in Human Rights

Hours of Digitized Video

Documenting and preserving a historical video record of human rights issues

Highlights
Digital Archive & Asset Management System
After months of development, the Archive achieved a major milestone in
implementation of the WITNESS digital asset management system:
digital video is now accessible via the in-house cataloging database for
download and preview. The Archive continues to build its repository
of digital video.

Acquisitions
Over 650 video titles were added to the collection, from the Democratic
Republic of Congo, El Salvador, India, Macedonia, Mexico, Sudan,
Ukraine, US, Yemen, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

The Archive accepted the deposit of over 300 items of original footage
shot for the acclaimed documentary The Devil Came on Horseback.
This video is in the process of being cataloged and digitized and will be
made available through the Archive.

Distribution & Outreach
In its first efforts to provide videos via DVD-on-demand and download-
to-own options, the Archive joined Tribeca Film Institute’s Re:frame
project to distribute 10 WITNESS titles.

An interview with Archive Manager Grace Lile was featured in the article
“Instant Documentation: Cell-phone Generated Video in the Archives”
in the summer 2009 issue of American Archivist.

Building an Accessible Human Rights Archive

June
2008

December
2008

June
2007

news broadcast stories about the release of Guantanamo Bay
detainee Binyam Mohamed in late February 2009. His lawyer told
WITNESS that Mr. Mohamed watched Outlawed during his first
day as a free man.

Film Festivals
The third annual WITNESS Award in Honor of Joey R.B. Lozano
was given to Landon Van Soest, the director of Good Fortune at the
SILVERDOCS film festival in Maryland. The film examines two
multi-million dollar international aid projects that actually undermine
the very communities they seek to help.

Missing Lives: Disappearances and Impunity in the North Caucasus,
co-produced with Human Rights Center Memorial, was screened
at five film festivals in Australia, Canada, Nepal and UK. The film won
the Boundary-Breaking Best Short Film Award at this year’s Sydney
Underground Film Festival.

Rightful Place, co-produced with CEMIRIDE was screened at six
festivals in Argentina, India, Mexico, and Spain.

Shoot on Sight, co-produced with Burma Issues was featured at
festivals in Cambodia, Germany, Mexico, Spain, Thailand, and United
Arab Emirates. WITNESS staff participated in panel discussions
at the Sheffield International Film Festival in the UK, and Hot Docs
in Toronto.
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FY09 sales and licensing revenues: $36,854
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The Hub
Hub Overview
The Hub has become a key platform for WITNESS’ advocacy and has
seen increased use both by WITNESS partners and other human
rights organizations in FY09. The Hub established itself within the online
video and human rights landscape through a mixture of content
generation and curation, targeted outreach, and strategic partnerships.
For example, YouTube now features WITNESS’ online learning
modules in the inaugural YouTube Reporters’ Center, the only human
rights organization highlighted in a portfolio of high-profile
mainstream media voices. The Hub remains the only secure
( i.e. users’ IP addresses are not tracked) global destination for human
rights media.

Hub Progress
The Hub now hosts 2500+ videos and a community of 4700+
registered users, including 170 groups from around the world.
Pages with Hub media have been viewed more than 7 million times
since the Hub was launched in 2007. On the Blog, by demonstrating
the increasing centrality of video to document and expose human rights
abuses and profiling examples of successful uses of video for advocacy,
WITNESS has engaged viewers.

222 blog posts were published on the Hub – triple the monthly
average from the previous year. Readership has also grown – 43% of
the blog posts on the Hub were read over 500 times and 20% were
read more than 1,000 times, with two posts passing the 10,000 mark.

On the Hub’s first anniversary, on December 10th 2008, WITNESS
launched a major online campaign to celebrate 60 years of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. WITNESS invited people to reflect on
the power of visual imagery by asking:What image opened your eyes to
human rights? The campaign circulated rapidly throughout the
blogosphere with the collaboration of YouTube, Boing Boing, Facebook,
and Alternet. At the peak of the campaign, 247,000 blogs and
websites (in several different languages) linked back to the Hub and
hosted their own dialogues on the topic. The campaign video was
viewed over 350,000 times and inspired over 1,000 text and 60 video
responses, leading to increased engagement, web traffic and
awareness about WITNESS’ work.

Hub Highlights
WITNESS led a video advocacy presentation and conducted a series
of interviews at the Public Interest Environmental Law Conference
(PIELC), attended by over 3000 environmental, social justice and
human rights activists from around the world. The project resulted in
Environment is Life: Voices of Environmental Activists from
around the World, a video that emphasizes environmental rights
as human rights. Initially launched on the Hub on Earth Day, the
video was posted on several blogs including Good, New Tactics and
TakePart, which listed it as one of the “Top Ten Earth Day
Campaigns You Can’t Miss.” The project then continued as an online
series that released the full interviews with the 12 activists from
10 countries that were featured in the Environment is Life video.

For the landmark Ken Saro-Wiwa v Shell trial, the Hub engaged a
guest human rights expert – Michael Goldhaber of The American
Lawyer Magazine – to vlog and provide analysis on the broader
implications of the case for international justice and corporate
accountability. The project made new use of some of the earliest
material in the WITNESS Media Archive, of abuses in the Niger
Delta in the late 1990s. It was a successful experiment in how
vlogging and content curation could deepen understanding of a
complex issue and allow local affected communities to follow
international judicial proceedings through the web.

For Genocide Prevention Month in April 2009, WITNESS
highlighted content and calls to action from different networks
of organizations working on genocide, and also examined
the role of video in breaking the news, driving public awareness,
and pressuring international leaders to take action on Darfur.
Unlike past conflicts, the growing ubiquity of video has forced us,
and those in power, to confront the unfolding crisis in Darfur
almost in real-time.

The killing of Oscar Grant, an unarmed man on an Oakland subway
platform who was shot dead by police in front of the mobile
phone cameras of several witnesses, generated considerable debate
in a Hub post that was read more than 10,000 times.
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Online Marketing

� WITNESS’ Facebook Cause launched in fall 2007 with 3854
members to date.

� To celebrate the 60th anniversary of the UDHR, WITNESS
expanded its presence on Facebook with a Facebook
Fan Page (www.facebook.com/witness) in December.
Currently WITNESS has 1794 fans.

� In January 2009, WITNESS launched the @witnessorg
Twitter feed, which now has 711 followers. In June
WITNESS launched @TheHub feed.

� Currently the WITNESS YouTube channel has 1197
subscribers and over 59,300 channel views.
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The monthly “Video for Change” newsletter is averaging a 19.88% open
rate and 4.33% click-through, both of which are above industry norms.
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Developing Institutional Capacity
Maintaining and/or increasing internal capacity and inter-departmental
coordination at WITNESS

Highlights
Staff and Board
In August 2008, Yvette Alberdingk Thijm became the new Executive
Director of WITNESS. Yvette has nearly two decades of experience
in media and digital media, and joins WITNESS after spending three
years as a member of the Board of Directors.

The WITNESS Board of Directors also gained three new members.

Marko Ahtisaari – CEO and co-founder of Dopplr, the online service
for smarter travel, is an entrepreneur with particular expertise in the
mobile phone industry and social media.

Andrew Puddephatt – Director of Global Partners & Associates is
an expert in digital communications. He is a leader working at
the intersection of transparency, freedom of expression, technology
and media.

Amy Robbins – Global philanthropist and humanitarian activist and
Founder of the Nduna Foundation, which focuses investments
on improving the lives of children.

Fundraising
This year’s WITNESS’ Focus for Change benefit dinner and concert
was co-hosted by Peter Gabriel and Angelique Kidjo, with musical
performances by Lenine, Vampire Weekend and Maracatu NY. Nearly
$700,000 (net of expenses) – was secured as a result of the efforts
of the Host Committee led by Co-Chairs Amy Robbins and Steve
Luczo. The event highlighted WITNESS’ partnership with Comissão
Pastoral da Terra (CPT). CPT is working to eradicate slave
labor in rural Brazil, where at least 25,000 workers are lured annually
into the Amazon with false promises of paid work. Silvano Lima
Rezende of CPT, accepted the WITNESS “See It, Film It, Change It”
award. WITNESS also honored Chris Anderson & TED.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.5/ 7

WITNESS held a six-week spring fundraising campaign focused on
women at the frontlines who have survived human rights abuses
and are using video in the hope that other people won’t experience the
same injustices. Twenty-five staff, and board members and volunteers
created personal donation pages and asked their own communities
to join them in supporting WITNESS. Thanks to generous challenge
grants from J.A. and H.G. Woodruff Jr. Charitable Trust and the
WITNESS Board, every donation was tripled helping WITNESS raise
$104,510 from 344 donations.

This spring WITNESS secured over $50,000 from 80 donors at five
house parties in 30 days in Brooklyn, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Manhattan and Washington, DC. Over 70% of these donors are new
to WITNESS. As a result of these efforts WITNESS secured
over $550,000 from individuals donors this year. A series of cultivation
events and outreach efforts served to engage lapsed, current
and prospective donors.

This year WITNESS secured $1.96 million in foundation support or a
2% decline from FY08. Foundation donors include The Jacob
and Hilda Blaustein Foundation; Bridgeway Foundation; Caipirinha
Foundation; The Nathan Cummings Foundation; William H. Donner
Foundation; The Educational Foundation of America; The Fledgling
Fund; The Ford Foundation; Otto Haas Charitable Trust #2;
The David and Barbara B. Hirschhorn Foundation; The Libra
Foundation; Oak Foundation; Omidyar Network Fund; Open Society
Institute; The Overbrook Foundation; Joan and Lewis Platt Foundation;
The Satter Foundation; Skoll Foundation; Starry Night Fund of the
Tides Foundation; Surdna Foundation; U.S. Human Rights Fund; Vital
Projects Fund; J.A. and H.G. Woodruff Jr. Charitable Trust and
Zennström Philanthropies.

WITNESS Annual Focus for Change Benefit 2008 NYC.
Hosts Peter Gabriel and Angelique Kidjo

Strategic Planning
WITNESS embarked on a strategic planning process to frame and
answer key questions about its future. This was essential given
shifts in the media landscape, new and more accessible technologies
and an expanding number of partners. These realities, coupled with a
new economic climate and competition for funding, necessitate reflec-
tion on WITNESS’ future direction, priorities, impact and sustainability.
Interviews were conducted with over 60 stakeholders. Three focus
groups were held in London and New York City with experts from the
human rights, media, technology, training and advocacy arenas.
This enabled WITNESS to secure the data necessary to make hard
inspired choices about WITNESS' focus and impact, and test specific
scenarios to help us redefine our future. WITNESS is now determining
how to best implement a newly defined strategy.

“Ordinary people who want change eventually find a way to
get it and this organization is at the forefront of changing
human rights. Real change.”

People Are Saying:

–Governor Howard Dean, Chairman Emeritus, Democratic
National Committee, speaking at a WITNESS event in
Washington DC in June 2009

Yvette Alberdingk Thijm, new
Executive Director of WITNESS

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.5/
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Financial Picture and Planning
In response to the financial crisis, WITNESS rigorously assessed its
exposure, aggressively cut expenses, and reduced its overall budget.
However, given that a significant portion of the WITNESS expenses
occurred early in its financial year and programs had been committed
to, WITNESS had a relatively short period in FY09 to reduce its
exposure. WITNESS is projecting $3.75 million in revenues for
FY09. Excluding portfolio losses, this represents a 14% decrease over
the prior fiscal year. Projected FY09 expenses are $4.7 million.

Combined with the significantly lowered projected revenues due to the
economy (including the reduction or postponement of foundation
grants, and significant delays in the start of and reductions in revenues
in its individual fundraising program), this resulted in a deficit of $1.3
million. However, this deficit includes a one-time investment loss of
$357K (to mitigate future risks in the portfolio) and is temporarily
augmented by a depreciation expense of $332K resulting from a non-
recurring investment in the Hub. The FY09 operating loss is therefore
$927K. WITNESS is projecting a FY10 budget that is break-even.
WITNESS has made structural cost cuts in its overhead expenses
without duly affecting its programs, and is investing in measures that
broaden and diversify its bases of support.

*This chart does not include in-kind contributions and in-kind expenses


